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Outline
• Loss/leakage errors  are a serious problem for practical QIP

• This motivates development of error correction / fault 
tolerance schemes tailored for loss errors

• Raussendorf’s ‘topological’ quantum computer is robust to 
computational and loss errors, with high thresholds for both
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• Kitaev’s surface codes are robust to loss errors, with a very 
high threshold (percolation)



Loss errors in QIP
• Loss errors can be a serious (dominant) source of noise in 

various QIP architectures

Photonic QIP:  mode mismatch, 
imperfect sources, inefficient 
detectors

Trapped atoms/ions: imperfect loading 
of lattices, ‘leakage’

Solid state architectures: fabrication 
‘errors’

Greiner et al, Nature 415, 39 (2002)



Toric code I
• Qubits live on edges of L x L 

lattice
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Toric code I
• Qubits live on edges of L x L 

lattice

• Two types of stabilizer 
operator: stars and 
plaquettes

• Disjoint stabilizers 
(obviously) commute

• Overlapping stabilizers always 
share two qubits  ⇒ [Pi, Sj ] = 0
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Toric code I
• One of the stars (plaquettes) 

may be expressed as product 
of all others

• So generators of stabilizer are:

• Number of encoded qubits is 
thus

S = !P1, P2, . . . , PL2!1, S1, S2, . . . , SL2!1"

k = 2L2 ! 2(L2 ! 1) = 2



Toric code II
• What are the logical operators?

• First, consider effect of a chain of operators:
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An open chain commutes with 
S except at endpoints

Z

Closed chains (“cycles”) 
commute with S

“Homologically trivial” 
cycle⇒member of S

“Homologically non-trivial” 
cycle⇒logical operator



Correction procedure
• Measure all

• Reveal endpoints of error chains 

• For error chains E, need to find 
correction chains E’ such that   
E+E’ is homologically trivial

• This can be done with a 
“minimum weight matching” 
algorithm

• Find

!P1, P2, . . . , PL2!1, S1, S2, . . . , SL2!1"

pc = 10.3%



Loss errors
• Consider effect of losses in absence of Pauli errors



Loss errors
• Consider effect of losses in absence of Pauli errors

• When we loose qubits, can reroute logical operators:

Z

Z'

Z̄ ! = Z̄Pi ! Z̄ !|C" = Z̄Pi|C" = Z̄|C"



Loss errors
• Consider effect of losses in absence of Pauli errors

• When we loose qubits, can reroute logical operators:

• This will work provided         is less than percolation 
threshold

Z

Z'

ploss

Relevant number is square lattice bond percolation threshold: ploss < 0.5



QEC for loss & Pauli errors
• When qubits are lost, plaquettes (and stars) can no longer be 

measured unambiguously

??



QEC for loss & Pauli errors
• When qubits are lost, plaquettes (and stars) can no longer be 

measured unambiguously

??

• Solution: multiply ‘damaged’ 
operators to get new stabilizers 
which can be measured 
unambiguously



QEC for loss & Pauli errors
• Algorithm: merge nodes on 

stabilizer graph

• Do perfect matching on 
‘reduced’ graph



QEC for loss & Pauli errors
• Algorithm: merge nodes on 

stabilizer graph

• Do perfect matching on 
‘reduced’ graph

• Results:

(!a" bx, for small x), where x # $pcom % pt&L1=!0 , with
fitting parameters pt, !0, a, and b.

Figure 3 is the central result in this Letter and shows pt

as a function of ploss. For the points ploss ' 0:4, the uni-
versal scaling law provides a good fit to the simulated
results, so pt is well defined, and !0 ! 1:5 consistent
with the scaling exponent of the RBIM universality class
[15]. A quadratic fit through these points yields a curve that
extrapolates through $0:5; 0&. This curve represents the
boundary of correctability: If $ploss; pcom& is in the shaded
region, then the failure rate decreases to zero as L in-
creases. Importantly, this boundary passes through the
known bounds at ploss # 0 and 0.5, demonstrating that
the protocol is very robust against loss.

For ploss ( 0:425, the universal scaling assumption
breaks down (best fits for pt are still shown), and the points
in Fig. 3 lie below the quadratic extrapolation [but still
attaining the point $0:5; 0&]. This is attributed to the fact
that, for ploss ( 0:425, the largest superplaquette on an
L ' 32) 32 lattice occupies approximately half of the
lattice sites [21], so finite size effects dominate.

The protocol described in this Letter for dealing with
losses in a surface code relies on several important prop-
erties of the stabilizers. First, if a physical qubit q in the
logical qubit operator chain !Zi is lost, then there is a
plaquette Pq, such that ~Zi# !ZiPq is independent of q (like-
wise !Xi ! ~Xi). Thus, logical operator chains can be re-
routed around the lost site. Second, there is another pla-
quette P0

q such that the superplaquette P
0
qPq is independent

of q. Thus, superplaquettes may be constructed to locate
the end points of error chains (likewise for superstars).
Third, newly formed junk qubits are uncorrelated with
the logical qubits.

These properties are satisfied by a number of related
protocols, including the fault-tolerant planar code [15,16],
long-range entanglement creation in a noisy system [22],
and in Raussendorf’s topological, fault-tolerant, cluster-
state quantum computation scheme [7], each of which
have a computational error threshold of about 0.029. In

these protocols, the syndrome operators exhibit simple
cubic symmetry, whose bond percolation threshold is
psc ! 0:249 [14]. We therefore expect that the region of
correctability for these schemes includes the points
$ploss; pcom& # $0; 0:029& and $0:249; 0&.
We have demonstrated that surface codes are robust to

noise arising from both errors and losses. The correctable
phase in $ploss; pcom& space includes the known results, and
we have shown that, for a model of uncorrelated noise,
there is a significant fraction of parameter space in which
the surface code is robust to both loss and computational
errors. The approach described here is applicable to other
systems, including full, fault-tolerant quantum computa-
tion, as well as correlated noise models.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Correctability phase diagram. The
shaded region is correctable in the limit L ! 1. The threshold
pt is calculated by fitting the universal scaling law pfail #
f*$pcom % pt&L1=!0 +. The curve is a quadratic fit to the points
for which ploss ' 0:4 (where universal scaling is unaffected by
the finite lattice size). It extrapolates through $ploss; pt& #
$0:5; 0&.
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Topological FTQC scheme

• Raussendorf, Harrington & coworkers introduced a FTQC 
scheme inspired by topological quantum computing

‘Measurement based’ QC

Translationally invariant

Nearest neighbour gates only

Works in two dimensions



Topological FTQC scheme

• Raussendorf, Harrington & coworkers introduced a FTQC 
scheme inspired by topological quantum computing

‘Measurement based’ QC

Translationally invariant

Nearest neighbour gates only

Works in two dimensions

pthres = 0.75! 10!2
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because the measurements of the encoded observables !X " Y #=
!!!
2

p
(as well as of X , Y ,

and Z) are accomplished fault-tolerantly by the respective measurements at the bare level.
(Only bare level measurements are allowed in the QCC.) If we were somehow given a graph
state as an algorithmic resource where each cluster qubit were encoded with the concate-
nated Reed–Muller code and where noise acted locally on the bare level, then fault-toler-
ant quantum computation would be trivial to achieve. However, it is not obvious how to
create such an encoded graph state with noise only acting locally, but this is just what
topological error correction in cluster states can achieve.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the ingredients required
for the error correction mechanisms we use, namely cluster states, the planar code and the
15-qubit Reed–Muller quantum code. In Section 3 the measurement pattern used for fault-
tolerant cluster state quantum computation is stated, and in Sections 4–6 it is explained.
Specifically, in Section 4 we explain the role of the Reed–Muller quantum code for the
described scheme, and in the subsequent sections we explain the involved topological
quantum error correction. Section 5 describes the physical objects relevant for the dis-
cussed scheme—defects, cluster state quantum correlations, errors and syndrome bits—
in the language of homology. In Section 6, we introduce the techniques for structuring
quantum correlations via topological entanglement of lattice defects. Our error models
are stated in Section 7.1 and the fault-tolerance threshold is derived in Section 7.2. The
overhead is estimated in Section 8. We discuss our results in Section 9.

2. Cluster states and quantum codes

This section is a brief review of the ingredients for the described fault-tolerant QCC.
Cluster states. A cluster state is a stabilizer state of qubits, where each qubit occupies a

site on a d-dimensional lattice C. Each site a 2 C has a neighborhood N (a) which consists

Fig. 1. Topological error correction for the QCC . The three-dimensional cluster state comprises the three regions
V (vacuum), D (defects), and S (singular qubits). In each of the regions a di!erent measurement pattern is used.
The engineered lattice defects and the singular qubits exist in two kinds: primal and dual. The defects wind
around another. Some of them hold singular qubits which realize the non-Cli!ord part of the quantum
computation.

2244 R. Raussendorf et al. / Annals of Physics 321 (2006) 2242–2270

Topological FTQC scheme

• MBQC: start with cluster state on 
a 3D lattice,

• Qubits live on faces & edges of

CZ gates L

L

• Divide qubits into three types:

    qubits, measured in

    qubits, measured in

    qubits, measured in     or

D

V

S

Z

X

Y (X + Y )
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Topological FTQC scheme

• MBQC: start with cluster state on 
a 3D lattice,

• Qubits live on faces & edges of

CZ gates L

L

• Divide qubits into three types:

    qubits, measured in

    qubits, measured in

    qubits, measured in     or

D

V

S

Z

X

Y (X + Y )

Clifford gates 

Universality (via magic state
purification)
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Figure 2. Lattice definitions. (a) Elementary cell of the cluster lattice L. one
chain of L (dashed lines), and graph edges (solid lines). (b) A pair of electric (‘e’)
or magnetic (‘m’) holes in the code plane each support an encoded qubit. Z

e/m

and X
e/m

denote the encoded Pauli operators Z and X, respectively.

perpendicular 2D slices provide space for a quantum code. The code which fills this plane after
the mapping of the 3D lattice L on to a 2+1 dimensional one is the surface code [24].

The number of qubits which can be encoded in such a code depends solely on the surface
topology. Here we consider a plane with pairs of holes, creating internal boundaries. A hole is
called ‘magnetic’ if a plaquette of the primal code lattice is removed and ‘electric’ if a plaquette
of the dual code lattice is removed. See figure 2(b). More precisely, a magnetic hole is a plaquette
f where the associated stabilizer generator S!(f) = Z(!f) is not enforced on the code space,
and an electric hole is a site s where the associated stabilizer S+(s) = X(! #s) is not enforced on
the code space (‘#’ denotes the duality transformation in 2D). Each hole is the intersection of a
defect strand in the 3D cluster state with a constant-time slice. Note that the holes are related to
but distinct from the excitations introduced in [16]. For the latter, the respective plaquette or site
operators S!(f), S+(s) are enforced, with eigenvalues of (!1).

A pair of holes supports a qubit. For a pair of magnetic holes f, f ", the encoded spin
flip operator is X

m = X(c1), with {!c1} = {#f, #f "}, and the encoded phase flip operator is
Z

m = Z(c1), with c1
#= !f or c1

#= !f ". The operator Z(!f + !f ") is in the code stabilizer S,

Z(!f + !f ") $ S. (4)

For a pair of electric holes s, s" we have X
e = X(c"

1), with c"
1
#= !#s, Z

e = Z(c1), with {!c1} =
{s, s"}, and

X(!#s + !#s") $ S. (5)

1.2. The simplest gate

Here we illustrate the relation between quantum gates, quantum correlations and correlation
surfaces (two chains). We choose the simplest possible example: the identity gate.

The identity operation is realized by two parallel strands of defect of the same type. We
consider a block-shaped cluster C % L for the support of the identity gate. One of the spatial
directions on the cluster is singled out as ‘simulated time’. The two perpendicular slices of the
cluster at the earliest and latest times represent the code surfaces I and O for the encoded qubit,
with I, O % {C1} being an integer number of elementary cells apart. As before, we ask which

New Journal of Physics 9 (2007) 199 (http://www.njp.org/)

• Logical qubits encoded in 
surface code



• To understand how this 
works (even without errors),  
make use of stabilizers

Ki|C!L = |C!L ,

Identity gate
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• To understand how this 
works (even without errors),  
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ZKi =

Ki|C!L = |C!L ,

• Products of     ’s have an intuitive 
form:

Ki

X

Z

Z

Z

X

XZ

Z

Z

Z

Z • ‘Correlation surfaces’

Identity gate



• By considering these 
correlation surfaces, we 
can show:
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±Z̄inZ̄out|C!L = |C!L ,

Identity gate
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• By considering these 
correlation surfaces, we 
can show:

• After measuring ‘input slice’,       and     
are mapped to        and       

➡ Input state has been teleported to 
output plane

X̄in Z̄in

Z̄outX̄out

±X̄inX̄out|C!L = |C!L ,

±Z̄inZ̄out|C!L = |C!L ,

Identity gate
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• Now consider the effect of 
errors

• Consider products of     ’s 
around a cube of the lattice

Gates with errors

Ki

X

X X

• Cubes with product -1 reveal the 
locations of endpoints of error 
chains

• Minimum weight matching problem



Loss errors
• First idea: correlation surfaces can by deformed by 

multiplying with    

• Deform the surfaces so that they avoid lost qubits
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Loss errors
• First idea: correlation surfaces can by deformed by 

multiplying with    

• Deform the surfaces so that they avoid lost qubits

{Ki}

• As long as we don’t loose too many qubits, we are able to 
reroute all the correlation surfaces and the gate still works    



Thresholds
• ‘Rerouting’ the correlation surfaces is dual to the problem of 

bond percolation on the 3D lattice.

• We expect that failure threshold coincides with bond 
percolation threshold in 3D.
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errors, can still use parity checks to detect 
computational errors
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• In the presence of computational errors and loss 

errors, can still use parity checks to detect 
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• Idea: join parity check cubes together to avoid lost faces
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Loss errors
• In the presence of computational errors and loss 

errors, can still use parity checks to detect 
computational errors

• Idea: join parity check cubes together to avoid lost faces

E

C
E

C

!c"
• Minimum weight matching on modified graph    



Results
• We performed Monte-Carlo simulations of error & 

recovery processes on finite size lattices  (L = 
8x8x8, .....,16x16x16)

• Error model: computational errors in preparation, 
storage, CZ gates, measurements, with equal rate

• Loss errors with rate
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• We have developed methods for overcoming loss errors 
in fault tolerant quantum computing 
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Conclusions

Herrera-Martí et al. , Phys. Rev. A 82, 032332 (2010)
Li et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 250502 (2010)                  (talk tomorrow)
Fujii and Tokunaga, Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 250503 (2010)  (poster)
Nagayoma et al.                                                         (poster) 

• A modification of 
Raussendorf’s scheme for 
FTQC is extremely robust 
to both computational and 
loss error

• Ongoing work: nondeterministic gates (e.g. linear optics), 
static defects, overhead costs...

http://arxiv.org/find/quant-ph/1/au:+Herrera_Marti_D/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://arxiv.org/find/quant-ph/1/au:+Herrera_Marti_D/0/1/0/all/0/1
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v105/i25/e250503
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v105/i25/e250503

